Rochester Bridge Trust
Learning about Bridges
Let’s learn
about bridges!

The Rochester Bridge Trust was founded
in 1399 to provide a crossing over the
River Medway in Kent. The Trust still
provides free bridges today.
The Trust is passionate about bridge
building and wants to encourage young
people to find out more about bridges
and become as enthusiastic as we are!
Our education kit contains loads of
information, fun activities and interesting
facts.You can work through the whole kit
which contains a school term’s worth of
activities or just try a session or two.
Content by Sue Threader BEng CEng MICE

It’s up to you!
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About the Rochester Bridge Trust
The first bridge at Rochester was built by the Romans soon after the invasion of Britain in AD43. Once the
Romans left, their bridge was maintained by the local people of Kent until the 14th century. In 1381, the
River Medway froze solid and, when the thaw came, the ice and floodwater swept away the Roman Bridge.
Two benefactors built a new stone bridge one hundred yards upstream which was opened in September 1391.
Their names were Sir John de Cobham and Sir Robert Knolles. Together the benefactors also persuaded
their friends and acquaintances to make donations of land and money for the perpetual maintenance of
Rochester Bridge. In 1399, King Richard II granted letters patent which allowed the Rochester Bridge Trust
to be set up to care for the bridge and its property. Two Wardens were appointed to manage the bridge.
For the next 457 years, the Wardens looked after the medieval bridge. Major improvements were carried
out by the civil engineer, Thomas Telford, in 1827. However the increase in road and rail traffic as a result
of the industrial revolution meant the stone bridge’s days were numbered.
In 1856, the Trust completed a new cast-iron arch bridge on the line of the original Roman Bridge.
It was designed by Sir William Cubitt who had been the civil engineer for the Crystal Palace built for
the Great Exhibition in 1851. The old medieval bridge was then blown up for the Wardens by the Royal
Engineers using gunpowder.
The Victorian Bridge was reconstructed in 1914 as a bowstring truss and is today known as the Old Bridge.
A second road bridge, the New Bridge was opened to traffic in 1970. Between the two road bridges there
is the Service Bridge which carries pipes and cables across the river.
The Rochester Bridge Trust is a registered charity and still owns and
maintains the two road bridges and the Service Bridge free of
charge to the public. The Trust’s money is derived from the land
and money given by the benefactors in the 14th and 15th
Centuries. It receives no public money, does not charge
tolls and does not raise funds. With any surplus funds,
the Trust supports other charitable projects, primarily
the preservation of historic buildings and
education projects in the field of
engineering, particularly
civil engineering.

Hello! I’m Langdon the Lion, guardian of
Rochester Bridge. Welcome to my Bridges
Education Kit, which was downloaded from
www.rochesterbridgetrust.org.uk. You can download all twelve sessions
along with presentation slides, or you can choose individual sessions
with supporting worksheets. If you have any comments about the kit,
please visit our website www.rochesterbridgetrust.org.uk where
you will also find lots more resources!
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Session 2 – Beam Bridges, Simple but Strong
Aims & Objectives

• To review and reinforce the language learned in Session 1
• To introduce the concept of dead load and live load
• To challenge students to solve a bridge building problem
using basic engineering principles
• To work as a team
• To work to a brief

Session Activities
1. Introduction to Loads

You Will Need:
A3 card
Pencils
Ruler or tape measure
Large books to build two 30cm high piles for each group
of 4 students (optional)
Large cardboard sheets from old boxes or try
www.kitepackaging.uk.com
A set of heavy weights (small dumbell weights are ideal.
If you can’t borrow some, try www.argos.co.uk)
HANDOUT: Beam Bridge Worksheet

Place two tables or desks 40 centimetres apart, and
place a sheet of A3 card across the gap. Explain that this has made a simple beam bridge. Point out
that your cardboard bridge is strong enough to hold up its own weight. In a real bridge the weight of the
bridge is called the dead load. This is because once the bridge is built the dead load stays the same
and does not move about.
Now walk your fingers across the cardboard bridge leaning hard enough to make the bridge bend and
even collapse. That represents the live load. On a real bridge this might be the traffic or a train going
across. The live load moves and changes all the time.
Explain that a bridge engineer needs to work out what the dead load and live load will be and make sure
the bridge is strong enough to carry those loads.

In this session, your students
will explore how the Beam
Bridge responds to loads. Using
corrugated cardboard and weights,
they will explore what makes a
Beam Bridge strong and observe
why it fails.
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2. Testing Beam Bridges

For your convenience, there is an illustrated step-by-step guide on the following pages.
• Brief the children on the safety rules for this activity:
• Weights must be added one at a time slowly and carefully.
• Make sure each weight is securely balanced before the next one
is added.
• The weights must be removed one at a time and not allowed
to fall.
• Care should be taken to keep fingers and feet clear of the pile of
weights.
• For each small group of about 4 children, set up desks or tables with a gap of about 50 to 60
centimetres between the “abutments”.
There must be
For safety reasons it may be preferable
to use a pile of large books or blocks of
a reason why
solid wall insulation on a carpeted floor
the cardboard
to reduce the risk of the heavy weights
falling from any height. If this option is
bridge failed.
used, just make sure there is a clearance
of about 30 centimetres under the bridge
to make sure the experiment works
properly.
• Taking each cardboard “beam”
in turn, discuss the way they are
described and explain the meaning
of the terms used. Discuss the terms
“corrugation”, “transverse” and
“longitudinal”.
• Add weights until the Beam Bridge fails by
collapsing or bending so much in the middle it cannot
carry any more weight and almost touches the “river”
beneath the bridge. Record on Experiment Results (Handout)
the final weight each beam carried just before it failed.
• Encourage the children to observe how the bridge failed. Did
it just keep bending more and more? Did it fail by creating a
straight line in the cardboard – engineers might describe this as
a “hinge” forming – compare it to the hinge on the classroom
door. What condition is the beam in after failure? Does it spring
back to its original shape so that it could be used again? Or has it
failed completely so that it could not carry so much weight again?
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Step-by-Step Instructions for Testing Beam Bridges

1

2

Create the abutments using blocks
of wall insulation, or a pile of
large books, on a carpeted floor.

4
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Add a cardboard beam with
transverse corrugation (in the
direction shown by the ruler).

5

Add a cardboard beam with
longitudinal corrugation (in the
direction shown by the ruler).

The cardboard bridge has failed but
a “hinge” has not formed in this
case. This bridge should be able to
carry more load than the first one.

7

8

The arch-beam combo holds
the load. Should be able to carry
more load than either of the
other bridges.

But with a heavier load the bridge
fails. Hinges have formed in the
arch and the beam.

The cardboard bridge has failed
because a “hinge” has formed!

6

Add a cardboard beam with
an arched piece of cardboard
underneath.
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Beam Bridge Worksheet (Handout)
Record Your Beam Bridge Building Attempts
Beam Type

Maximum Load (Weight)

How It Failed?

Transverse
Corrugation

Longitudinal
Corrugation

Arch and Beam
Combined

S

Can you figure out WHY your Beam Bridge
has failed? This is an important part of
being an engineer!

ESSION
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